ASPHALT
PLANT

M O B I L E P L AN T V AR I AN T : MD M 2 5 ( 2 0 - 3 0 t p h )
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AGGREGATE FEEDING CONVEYOR

AGGREGATE
FEEDER
In our mobile asphalt drum mix plant all the four bins are fitted with
individual variable speed drive motors and gear box to control and regulate
the flow of aggregate from each bin.

INDIVIDUAL FEEDER GATES

VIBRATORY MOTOR

Aggregate from the gathering is fed to the drum with a single conveyor.
Feeder and dryer chassis comes with attached Diesel/LDO tank.
WIRING TRAY

NO FLOW INDICATOR SWITCH

JUNCTION BOX
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DRYING AND MIXING
UNIT & BURNER
The dryer assures outstanding efficiency in uniformly heating and drying the aggregates.
Rotary cylinder drum is mounted on sturdy platform driven by AC motor with sprocket and
chain equipped with high pressure jet burner, flights, bitumen and fines piping, frame
mounted exhauster fan with high efficiency dust collector fitted with discharge dust screw
conveyor.
High pressure jet burner is capable of heating the aggregate to the required temperature
without any un burnt fuel or carbon residue on the aggregate and to reduce the moisture
content of the aggregate to minimum. The unit is also with suitable type of thermometric
instrument fitted at proper places so as to indicate the temperature of exhaust gases,
bitumen and mixture.

*INTERNAL CABLING

DRUM SPOKES

FLIGHTS

THRUST & TRUNION ROLLERS

**GLASS WOOL COATING

*JUNCTION BOX
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TILTING TYPE LOAD OUT CONVEYOR

LOAD OUT
CONVEYOR
The aggregate discharged from the drying drum is collected into a heat resistant
belt supported by inclined load out conveyor equipped with GOB hopper with
hydraulically operated cam shell gate to provide surge capacity when changing
trucks and to control segregation in the hot mix.
Hydraulic Power Pack is for hydraulic opening and closing of the hopper gates.
The storage capacity of GOB hopper is 0.5 T.
** - Supplied with export quality plants. Hot mix SILOS and bucket elevator can be supplied.

**FULLY COVERED LOAD OUT CONVEYOR TO REDUCE HEAT LOSS FROM HOT MIX

LIME / ADDITIVE
FILLER
For addition of dust or mineral to the mix material in the mixing
zone of the drying and mixing unit. It is provided with a rotary
valve driven by A. C. /D. C. motor. Filler material is conveyed
to the drum through the drum through a pipe by suitable twin
lobe compressor
The inlet of mineral is adjacent to the bitumen line in the
Drying drum.
Lime filler is fixed with bitumen tank and cabin in a chassis
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FUEL TANK
FOR DRYER BURNER
The dryer burner supplied is FO, Diesel and LDO compatible. There is a
standard fuel tank supplied with the plant to store and supply the desired
amount of fuel to the dryer burner. This tank also comes with its pumping
station.

PUMPING STATION
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BITUMEN TANK &
CONTROL CABIN
Our storage tanks are mounted on a sturdy FULL chassis. Storage tanks are
cylindrical or U shaped. The tank is insulated with glass wool to avoid heat loss
and reduce fuel consumption.
Automatic pressure Jet oil burner (diesel), bitumen pump with jacketed oil body,
bitumen metering system with variable speed motor and hot oil circulation motor is
provided.

*** PLC TOUCH SCREEN TYPE PANEL

MICROPROCESSOR BASED PANEL BOARD

*** - Optional.
BITUMEN TANK WITH LIME FILLER AND CABIN

BITUMEN TANK BURNER
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POLLUTION
CONTROL
VENTURI TYPE Wet dust collectors are highly efficient and are known
to maintain required environmental standards. The extreme turbulence
leads to superb entrapping of dust laden exhaust gas.
Large size stainless steel nozzles provide clog free operation to ensure
optimum cleaning efficiency.

*** - Optional.
TRANSPORTATION

ATLAS TECHNOLOGIES PVT. LTD.
Block No. 97, Mehsana-Ahmedabad Highway, Behind Bhupendra Crane House, At & Po. Ditasan – 382710. Gujarat. India.
Factory: +91 90993 14000
Factory: +91 90994 14000

For export Inquiries : +91 97238 10565
For domestic Inquiries: +91 98240 40565

